HOLOFIT GO
FOR VIVE FOCUS
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1) PUT YOUR HEADSET ON AND OPEN THE VIVEPORT STORE

Use your controller to click the Store icon at the bottom of the screen.

NOTE: If this is your first time using the headset, make sure you're logged into your Viveport account. You’ll find the sign in form on the right of the screen.

2) SEARCH THE STORE FOR HOLOFIT

Select HOLOFIT from the store to install it. When it installs, start it.

3) REGISTER YOUR HEADSET ON myholofit.holodia.com

1. Start HOLOFIT, and write down the 5-digit number that appears.
2. Go to your MyHolofit dashboard and put in this number in the corresponding field.
4) CONNECT YOUR HEADSET TO THE FITNESS MACHINE

**NOTE:** If you're using the cadence sensor for your bike, move on to the next page for installation instructions.

A) Start HOLOFIT and you will be automatically taken to the Bluetooth settings.

B) Find the fitness machine in the panel on your right and click it. Just make sure that you enable your fitness machine’s Bluetooth connection beforehand.

Your fitness machine is now paired with HOLOFIT Go.

**NOTE:** For the connection to work, make sure that your fitness machine is disconnected from any other devices (i.e. your phone) before you put on the headset.

5) INSTALL THE CADENCE SENSOR (OPTIONAL)

A) You’ll first have to put the battery you received in your package into the sensor.

Open the back panel, put the battery in and close the back panel. The sensor will now start working.

B) Attach the cadence sensor to the inside of one of the pedals. Find a spot where it won’t be touching you or the bike while you’re cycling.

Hook the sensor on using the elastic bands you received in the package.

C) Finally, connect HOLOFIT to the cadence sensor using Bluetooth. It will automatically be visible in the pairing settings on HOLOFIT. Refer to step 4 for step-by-step instructions.
ENJOY
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